Amazon EC2 Instance Deployment Guide for Standalone EFT Enterprise POC
This document provides the steps necessary to create an EC2 – Virtual Servers in the Cloud instance. (Note that Amazon
charges a fee for this service, and the fee increases with the amount of bandwidth you need.)
Please read ALL of the steps before you begin.
(At the time of this writing, the screen shots provided were accurate. When you go through this process, the screens
may be different.)

Virtual Server Creation
1. The initial step is to create an Amazon AWS account. In order to do this you will need to visit the main AWS site
http://aws.amazon.com and follow the online instructions
2. Choose EC2 – Virtual Servers in the Cloud

3. On the EC2 Dashboard, select “Launch Instance”

4. This will start an instance of a wizard-like process walking you several configuration options. The first option is the
selection of the base AMI (Amazon Machine Image). For the EFT Enterprise Standalone Server the most
economic selection is Microsoft Windows Server 2012 Base.

5. For the EFT Enterprise Standalone Server the most economic selection is Microsoft Windows Server 2012 Base.

6. The next step is to define the instance type. This will allow you to pre-select a template, which defines the CPU,
memory and other parameters. The most economic choice is t2.medium. If your POC requires more bandwidth,
memory or cores you may choose an alternate instance type but this will increase your monthly costs.

7. The next step is to define a Tag for your server if needed/wanted.

8. This step is VERY IMPORTANT. The security group plays an important role in allowing external connections to EFT.
You DO NOT have to set this up during the wizard process. You can come back to it as needed. Each listening port on
the server will need a firewall rule defined, which will allow interaction. The rules that you define will depend on the
manner in which EFT Sites are configured. The following screen shot is an example of a set of rules defined. These
will need to be changed to taste.

9. Review your configuration

10. This step is VERY IMPORTANT. You will need to create a public and private key in order to remotely log onto the
created Virtual Machine. If you DO NOT set this up, you will not be able to RDP into your created instance.

11. Once you have created your private/public key pair, the Amazon AWS logic will use this to create the login
Administrator user. After waiting about 5 minutes, your new AWS instance will be available.

Launch and Connect to your Virtual Machine
1. Once you have created the instance, you will want to remotely connect to it. You will need to select the target
instance. Once selected, you can connect by pressing the “Connect” button.

2. You will need to “Get Password” before you execute Remote Desktop. To do this, you will need to press the “Get
Password” button which will ask you to locate the .pem file that was created in the previous private/public key
creation process.

3. After this is done, you will see an ASCII representation of your private key.

4. The ASCII representation of the private key can be decrypted. This will expose the username and password
necessary for a remote desktop connection. Pressing the “Download Remote Desktop File” will download an .RDP
file, which can be used by Remote Desktop Connection software on most windows environments.

Installing EFT and other Components on your Virtual Machine
Once your virtual environment is up and running, you can copy the EFT Enterprise installer and install the product
normally. It is recommended that you use the eftserver-ent.exe or eftserver.exe that provides the bundled SQL Server
2008 Express database. Do not install the version that DOES NOT provide the database. The economic impact of
installing the full SQL Server Enterprise database may make using a cloud-based POC prohibitive. If you wish, you can
also install the SQL Server 2008 Express Management Console, which you can download from the Microsoft website.
(http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=7593)

